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Article I - SCOPE:
The Schnecksville Playground Association Intramural Team Selection Guidelines abides by and conforms
to the Constitution & By-Laws of the Schnecksville Playground Association (Dated: August 2, 1999) and
the Competitive Guidelines (Dated: June 14, 1991; retyped on 8/20/1999).
Article II - RULES and GUIDELINES
A. Rules and Guidelines:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All coaches within a given age category must be present at the time of team selection or the
right to the Intramural Team Selection Guidelines are waived. At such time, the Sports
Coordinator or age specific sport coordinator will select the team for the absent coach with no
subsequent changes made to the roster.
A parent/coach can submit a younger child to a defined age category if approved by the
Sports Coordinator.
Age levels superseed grade levels for the Team Selection process.
Late signups - no Guarantees on play for the given year. Sports Specific category Selection
Process will determine if late sign-ups will be permitted for play by the Sports Coordinator
and/or the age specific coordinator.
The number of players on a given team will be decided upon by the coach, age specific
coordinator, and the Sports Coordinator within a Sport Specific category.
Not all age categories within a specific sport may be represented in league play.

Article III - Sport Specific Selection Process
A. Baseball - Parkland League: Sport Coordinator reserves the right to appoint Age Specific
Coordinators for each age category.

1.

T-Ball (Age 5 by 4/1/CURRENT YEAR; Can not turn 8 on 7/31/CURRENT YEAR). InHouse. Girls turning 7 by 7/31/CURRENT YEAR will be moved to Prep Softball (ref.
Article III. B. 1.)
(a) Coaches agreement on the selection of the players. Team selection may be encouraged to
accommodate locality for carpooling purposes. This age group is used for development of
players using the technical aspects of the game. Sport Coordinator and/or Age Specific
Coordinator has the right to make adjustments to balance the teams.

2.

Grasshopper
Coaches agreement on the selection of the players. Team selection may be encouraged to
accommodate locality for carpooling purposes. Pitchers may be selected for placement on a
given team by the Sports Coordinator and/or Age Specific Coordinator in conjunction with
the coaches in order to equally distribute the talent.
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Biddy, Midget, and Knee-Hi
In any age group where a Champion is defined, the coach from the previous season has the
right to keep all rostered players returning intact for the following year thereby, possibly
creating an older age team (Team A.) and a younger age team (Team B.) when two or more
teams are being represented in the same age category.
There shall be a coach's agreement for the selection of the players who are in their first year
within an age category to fill roster spots on a given team if openings exist.

B. Softball: Parkland League

1.

Prep. Girls turning age 7 by 7/31/CURRENT YEAR and 8 years of age.
Coaches agreement on the selection of the players. This age group is used for development
of players using the technical aspects of the game. Sport Coordinator has the right to make
adjustments to balance the teams.

2.

10&Under, 12&Under, 14&Under, and 18&Under - In accordance with ASA guidelines.
In any age group where a Champion is defined (Parkland League By-Laws), the coach from
the previous season has the right to keep all rostered players returning intact for the following
year thereby, possibly creating an older age team (Team A.) and a younger age team (Team
B.) when two or more teams are being represented in the same age category.
There shall be a coach's agreement for the selection of the players who are in their first year
within an age category to fill roster spots on a given team if openings exist.

C. Soccer
Micro soccer, U7, U8, U9/10, U12, and U14. Age specific coordinators are selected by the
Soccer Sports Coordinator. Age specific coordinators have the right to select a team whereas
rostered players returning for play within an age category are kept intact for that season's
play. The remaining teams are selected by a coach's agreement with the age specific
coordinator overseeing the selection process. If no age specific coordinator is defined within
an age category than the Soccer Sports Coordinator will oversee the team selection process.
D. Basketball

1.
2.

Boy's & Girls - Kindergarten through 2nd Grade
Boy's- 3rd through 6th Grade

Age specific coordinators are selected by the Basketball Sports Coordinator. Age specific
coordinators have the right to select a team whereas rostered players returning for play within
an age category are kept intact for that season's play. The remaining teams are selected by a
coach's agreement with the age specific coordinator overseeing the selection process. If no
age specific coordinator is defined within an age category than the Basketball Sports
Coordinator will oversee the team selection process.
E. Lacrosse
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2.
3.
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All drafts shall be in a round robin format following an ascending/descending order, e.g.
(1,2,3,4,4,3,2,1,1 etc.).
Drafts will be conducted so that each team has a goalkeeper (if possible) and at least 1
assistant coach (if possible).
If a coach or their representative is not present at the draft, the oldest player available player
will be picked for their team. Exception - The coach may provide a draft order list prior to
the draft.
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